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2. Executive Summary
A truly pristine comet has yet to be encountered and explored. The huge scientific returns of Giotto, Rosetta, and other
comet missions are unquestioned. However, these ground-breaking endeavours have all explored periodic comets that
have approached the Sun many times, and thus undergone surface compositional and morphological modification, and
blanketing by thick layers of dust. On Jan 1, 2019, the NASA New Horizons mission flew by the Kuiper Belt Object
(KBO) 2014 MU69 providing a first glimpse of what a comet may look like prior to entering the inner Solar System. It
is unlike any of the periodic comets that have been studied by spacecraft, and further supports the need to study such
primordial objects in more detail. In 1985, after several years at Earth-Sun L1, ICE (ISEE-3) was directed to successfully
encounter Comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner. We propose a similar approach to explore a comet very likely entering the inner
Solar System for the first time, or, possibly, to encounter an interstellar object originating at another star. Due to the
extremely high orbital eccentricities of either type of target, the proposed mission will by necessity be a flyby like Giotto
rather than a rendezvous like Rosetta, but we are able to propose a scientifically compelling mission that combines a
first exploration of a new type of target, as was the case for Giotto, with unique measurements that go beyond what
Rosetta achieved, in some areas, within the constraints of the F class call.
The Comet Interceptor mission will involve separate spacecraft elements working together to ensure a low-risk,
bountiful, interdisciplinary scientific return through unprecedented multi-point measurements. Multiple viewing
positions will greatly increase the 3D information provided on the target and its jets/coma. Similarly, in situ observations
of the cometary environment also benefit from multiple sampling paths. The multiple elements can sample gas
composition and density, dust flux, and plasma and solar wind interactions, to build up a 3D ‘snapshot’ of the region
around the target. One spacecraft will make remote and upstream in situ observations of the target from afar, to protect
it from the dust environment of an active comet, and act as the primary communications hub with Earth for all other
mission elements. Two other spacecraft will be deployed to venture closer to the target, carrying complementary
instrument payloads, to build up a 3D picture of the comet. This approach will also enable a combination of a low risk
and guaranteed baseline science return from the more distant spacecraft with higher-risk but high-gain sampling of the
inner coma by the releasable probes, which do not necessarily need to survive the full encounter for mission success.
Long Period Comets (LPCs) from the Oort Cloud have historically been discovered only months (or a few years
in the best cases) before they pass their perihelion and return to the distant reaches of the outer Solar System, which is
clearly too little time to plan and launch a mission. For Comet Interceptor, we instead propose a flexible spacecraft that
is designed to encounter an as-yet unknown target; the mission will take advantage of the unique opportunity presented
by the F class call – the launch to a stable halo orbit around the Sun-Earth L2 point – and wait for the discovery of a
suitable comet that it can reach. The timing of the F class call also enables this approach, due to the fact that major new
survey telescope facilities (especially the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope, currently under construction in Chile) will
greatly increase the distance at which inbound comets are discovered in the 2020s. Based on both the catalogue of
historic LPCs and simulations of a large synthetic set of LPC orbits, we find that Comet Interceptor will have to wait
only 2-3 years for a target it can reach with a reasonable ∆v, followed by a short cruise and flyby within a total mission
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length of < 5 years, and that in most cases we will have many years warning between discovery and departure from L2
to fully characterise the target comet and its orbit and to calculate optimum transfers. In the highly unlikely case that no
such target can be found in time, a backup short period comet (baseline 73P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 3, but others are
possible) can be studied, taking advantage of the mission's multi-point capabilities to make unique measurements that
would still advance on Rosetta’s achievements in mapping the coma and comet/solar wind interaction.
The mission objective is to understand the diversity of comets – after studying 67P, a weakly active Jupiter
Family Comet, JFC, in detail, it is important to understand to what degree other comets differ from 67P. The primary
goal is to characterize a (likely very active) dynamically new comet, which would broaden our understanding of comet
morphology, composition, and plasma environment. Most importantly, such a comet would offer a unique new
viewpoint along the evolutionary path of comets from their formation to migration into the inner Solar System, as a
relatively unprocessed object that will have been active for only the past few years, rather than a returning comet that
has experienced many close approaches to the Sun. Comparison with New Horizons images will allow us to assess if
primordial small bodies display a singular primordial surface type, or whether they show surface diversity at different
size scales. Composition measurements of a fresh surface and coma, in comparison with Rosetta results, will tell us
about chemical processing as comets evolve. Identifying the sources and mechanisms driving activity on an un-evolved
comet surface will add essential constraints to the debate into this topic following Rosetta, while comet (and therefore
planetary system) formation models can be tested by measuring nucleus, dust and gas properties at a much more
primordial object. The unique simultaneous multi-point measurements possible from a multi-spacecraft comet flyby will
also greatly advance our understanding of the complex 3D structure of the coma, including its composition and chemical
reactions, and its link with both the nucleus and the solar wind environment. The latter in particular presents a highly
dynamic and poorly understood structure of interacting plasma and fields, which this mission will be uniquely sensitive
to, across a wide range of spatial scales.
To achieve these science goals, we propose a carefully selected limited payload that is feasible for this class of
mission, but still capable of the broad range of measurements required to adequately characterise a new class of object.
We make use of high technology readiness level, TRL, instruments, including flight-spare components for heritage, and
to control costs where possible. We ensure our highest priority science goals will be achieved by placing three very high
TRL instruments (a visible camera based on the Mars TGO/CASSIS flight spare; dust, fields and plasma [DFP] sensors
with direct Rosetta heritage; and an infrared camera based on two that are flying in Earth orbit) on the main spacecraft
for a safe, relatively distant, flyby. We make use of (mostly) the same DFP sensors on the sub-spacecraft that will pass
much closer, to allow direct comparison, simplicity of design, and the use of high TRL systems. These are complemented
by a very high TRL mass spectrometer with Rosetta heritage, and two
novel low-mass cameras for a small rotating probe, which are the only Table 2.1 Spacecraft and their instruments.
instruments requiring significant development, but are very simple in
Space- Instrument
Description
design and use high TRL sub-systems with strong flight heritage.
craft
Visible/NIR imager
CoCa
The mission is ESA-led, with payload contributions from
A
NIR/Thermal IR
MIRMIS
national agencies in the usual way, and includes significant
ESA
spectral imager
international contribution, which helps to maximise the science return
Dust, Fields & Plasma
DFP
within the ESA cost cap. One of the released sub-spacecraft will be
(similar on A and B2)
provided in its entirety by JAXA, including the bus and payload, which
Mass spectrometer
MANIaC
presents a straightforward interface between the agencies in terms of
B2
All-sky multispectral
integration into the mission. The JAXA spacecraft will have a far-UV
ESA
EnVisS
visible imager
imager, a plasma suite, and a wide field camera (all high TRL
Visible/NIR
imager
OPIC
instruments from previous JAXA missions). We also have a smaller
Lyman-alpha
(payload) contribution from NASA, to the infrared camera on the main
HI
Hydrogen imager
B1
spacecraft, in collaboration with a European team. A science operations
Plasma Suite
PS
JAXA
and data centre will be hosted by Belgium.
WAC
Wide Angle Camera
We present a proposed mission that meets all the requirements
of the call, in terms of cost cap, mass budget, and compatibility with the accompanying Ariel mission. Furthermore, the
concept is robust to any further changes to these requirements, due to its inherently flexible nature: It is robust to any
launch delays of Ariel as it has no fixed target or launch window. It is designed from the outset to cope with the
uncertainty on the launcher performance and therefore available mass; trades and options are presented that can save
money and/or mass from our baseline proposal, enabling the requested ‘design to cost’ approach. The most important
trades to be considered in more detail in phase 0/A result from the choice between chemical and electrical propulsion
(baseline is electrical), and the resulting cost/mass/∆v/mission-length balance. We present descope options that would
still enable the highest priority science to be achieved even if quite drastic cuts in either mass or cost are imposed. On
the other hand, should the true Ariane 6.2 performance be better than the conservative values assumed here, this mission
also presents straightforward options to take full advantage of this without major redesign, even quite late in the mission
development.

